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About This Game

Guide your сar avatar through the world made of tiles. Uncover hidden paths, meet friends and outsmart enemies. Each level of
the game is a unique tiny adventure.

The player controls the car, which can be equipped with a weapon and a magnet gadget that can move objects.
In most cases levels can be completed with smart logical solutions, but sometimes the player has to enter battles.
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 4 Jun, 2015
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I've just started playing, and am only several levels in, but since this game is new, I felt something should be said.

Simply a REALLY fun, interesting, challenging game, especially for such a low price. I plan to revisit this review soon, but I
strongly suggest getting this game.

As interesting as the early levels are, I can only imagine the further levels are really challenging, but so much fun that even
losing (as a normal part of the process) isn't really so bad. Each level adds really clever new features.

The music in Tile Rider is absolutely TOP NOTCH. As well, it makes for some great Drive Any Track tunes, with full credit
for each wonderful song (a welcome rarity for a game soundtrack.)

For a game this price, one can hardly go wrong.. ..it's like super sprint and sinistar had a baby, and that baby was raised by
flynn's arcade.

6\/10, four point deduction due to the occasional spawn glitch, a lack of control settings (button assignment), and a  lack of
difficulty settings. quickly lost interest in replay on a few levels after the umpteenth attempt and unskippable cutscenes. an
experience worth the price, but only the determined will manage to escape... 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nWxMqj9M2vQ

I nearly gave Tile Rider a positive review based on it's excellent technical execution alone, but there wasn't much that impressed
me besides it. I found the gameplay and puzzles to be easy, bland and forgettable despite their wide variety. The look of the
game and music also lacked any charm that may have helped made the game more memorable or engaging.

Pros
-No bugs found
-Controls well
-Clear tutorial
-Wide Variety of puzzles and gameplay

Cons
-Graphics are uninspired
-Music is mind numbing
-Gameplay is too easy
-None of the wide variety of levels is particularily compelling

DISCLAIMER: Review is based on approx. 1 hour of gameplay.
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